I. INSTRUCTIONS

By following the instructions below, this product will remain effective throughout the entire growing season without further maintenance. The all-natural, scent-based repellent triggers the rabbit's flight response to danger. This box includes three (3) Critter Ridder® Rabbit Repellent stations and three (3) wire stakes.

LOCATION:

Protecting plants from the bottom of the unit. Make sure to firmly push until the stake is fully seated (you should be able to see the tip of the stake in the hole on the top of the unit).

Thread string or wire through loop on top of unit.

HANGING STANDING INSTALLATION

Insert station and stake assembly into ground to desired height.

The stakes are designed to fit snugly so that wind and animals cannot easily disrupt them. Insert the other end of the stake in the ground and press down to achieve desired height.

UNITS IN FENCING, HANGING POTs, SHRUBS, AND TREES USING THE PLASTIC LOOP AT THE TOP OF EACH UNIT.

GROUND ONCE INSTALLED!

Units should be placed 4 to 8 feet apart in any direction within your lower or vegetable gardens. Units may be placed closer together to increase effectiveness as necessary. For potted flowers/plants, simply place one unit in each pot.

Please avoid placing the units in the direct spray of a lawn sprinkler head as the spray may damage or disrupt the unit.

This product contains a non-toxic blood product that some pets and raccoons may find appealing. This product works throughout the entire growing season—spring, summer and fall. However, the effectiveness of scent-based repellents can be diminished in temperatures below 40 degrees F.

Units in fencing, hanging pots, shrubs, and trees using the plastic loop at the top of each unit. Make sure to firmly push until the stake is fully seated (you should be able to see the tip of the stake in the hole on the top of the unit).

When it rains, the patented repellent scent across the top surface of the unit will provide continuous protection to the plants below. The patented repellent and keeps on working. When it rains, the patented repellent scent across the top surface of the unit will provide continuous protection to the plants below. The patented repellent and keeps on working.

AVISO: ¡EL LADO CON FILTRO DE LA UNIDAD DEBE ESTAR ORIENTADO DIRECTAMENTE HACIA EL PELIGRO!

PETS AND RACCOONS:

This product contains a non-toxic blood product that some pets and raccoons may find appealing.

This product is safe for vegetable gardens and is not harmful to pets, birds, or wildlife. It has not been registered by the U.S. EPA. Woodstream Corporation represents this product as being exempt from registration under federal law for insecticides, fungicides, and rodenticides.

If you have further questions, please contact us via email at info@rbird.com or call us at 914-989-9300.

PLACE container in trash receptacle or dispose of in sanitary landfill. Burning is not a legal form of disposal.

This product has not been registered by the U.S. EPA. Woodstream Corporation represents this product as being exempt from registration under federal law for insecticides, fungicides, and rodenticides.

No offensive odors to humans.
Rabbit Repellent

Repelente de conejo

Rugged housing protects repellent from the elements

Natural color virtually disappears in your garden

Repellent scent flows through the station and across your garden

Place or hang repellent stations 4-8 ft apart.

Hostas, Fruits, Ornamentals, Perennials, Annuals, Herbs, Vegetables, Potted Plants
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